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Nonlinear Analysis of Axi-Symmetric Solid Using Vector
Mechanics

T.Y. Wu1

Abstract: In this work nonlinear analysis of axi-symmetric solid using vector
mechanics is performed, in which a triangular solid unit developed in compliance
with the concept of vector form analysis is proposed. The vector form analysis
uses point value description (rather than function) to describe motion and config-
uration of solid, which has governing equation directly formulated with respect
to each mass point (particle). The point value description includes particles allo-
cation for configuration and defining path elements for particle motion. In addi-
tion, constitutive conditions are properly defined to complete the formulation. The
constitutive conditions linking the mass points in deformable solids are primarily
complemented by the generalized forces evaluated by a solid unit which is devel-
oped in a set of physical modeling procedures. Along each path element, particle
motion is described by Newton’s law of motion for free particles or by prescribed
path for constrained particles. Implementations of vector form analysis presented
herein are carried out employing the solution steps of vector form intrinsic finite
element (VFIFE). Numerical examples with behaviors of large deformation, non-
linear material properties, and contact for benchmark verifications are performed
to demonstrate the capability and accuracy of the approach developed under the
framework of vector form analysis.

Keywords: vector mechanics, axi-symmetric solid, large deformation.

1 Introduction

Vector mechanics is the foundation of classical mechanics, in which particles are
used to describe motion of objects subjected to natural forces. Directly using
particles to describe motion of bodies and to solve practical structural problems
possesses generality. However, in the days without computational tools, directly
applying vector mechanics to engineering practice must face the challenges of
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considerable numbers of parameters, let alone complex particle interactions. The
framework of analytical mechanics alleviates the problems encountered in vector
mechanics. Rather than point values, functions are employed to describe the pa-
rameters required in kinematics and kinetics, and geometry. Based on the function
parameters assumed or selected, governing equations of differential elements can
be formulated in differential forms. Then, according to the characteristics of prac-
tical engineering problems, the governing equations can be further simplified and
finally solved with the tools provided in analytical mathematics. The well-known
example is that the problems with large overall motion are commonly treated by
rigid body mechanics, but the stress or deformation is commonly handled by elas-
ticity or mechanics of material.

For problems in engineering practice, formulating governing equation suitable for
solving problems in practice is not an easy task to engineers. Even though the
governing equation exists, analytical solutions may be limited to those with sim-
ple configuration and boundary conditions. With the advancement of computa-
tional technologies, mathematical procedures for analytical solutions have nearly
been replaced by numerical approaches. Many well-known computational meth-
ods such as finite element methods, finite difference methods, boundary element
methods, and meshless methods had been successfully developed, which in turn
formed the modern computational mechanics [Atluri (2004); Atluri (2005)]. These
numerical methods lead analytical mechanics to have extensive applications in en-
gineering nowadays. Theoretical formulations and solution procedures, however,
gradually branch into two inconsistent aspects. For instance, numerical methods
for the solvers of analytical mechanics should obey the basic assumptions, such as
the continuity in functions, originally made in formulations. These assumptions or
simplifications may be helpful to the solution procedures in analytical mathemat-
ics. Nevertheless, they could also become obstacles to solutions in numerical ap-
proaches. In order to detour the limitations inherent in analytical mechanics, some
approaches developed directly using physical modeling have been proposed, such
as the discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA) by Shi (1988) and the discrete
element method (DEM) by Cundall (1971).

To develop a mechanics framework different from those in the framework of con-
tinuum and analytical mechanics, and to find a theoretical basis suitable for mod-
ern computational analysis, Ting and his co-workers [Ting, Wang, Wu, Wang, and
Chuang (2006); Ting, Duan and Wu (2008)] have conducted a series of researches
on seeking a framework directly rooted in vector mechanics. In contrast to analyti-
cal mechanics, point value description is adopted.

The point value description is achieved by allocating mass particles for describing
configuration, defining path elements for particle motion, and properly selecting
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and using constitutive conditions to complete the formulation. Along each path el-
ement, the particle motion is described by Newton’s law for the free particles or in
a prescribed path for constrained particles. The constitutive conditions linking the
particles in deformable solids are complemented by the generalized forces evalu-
ated by the solid units developed in a set of physical modeling procedures, initially
proposed by Ting, Shi and Wang (2004a, 2004b); Shi, Wang, and Ting (2004). It
is the most crucial work in vector form analysis. Approximately in the last decade,
several elements or units had been successfully developed and applied to the anal-
yses of 2D frame structures [Ting, Shi and Wang (2004a); Wu, Wang and Wang
(2006); Wu, Tsai and Lee (2009); Wu, Tsai and Lee (2010)], 3D membrane struc-
tures [Wu, Wang, Chuang and Ting (2007); Wu and Ting (2008)], 2D solids [Ting,
Shi and Wang (2004a); Wu, Lee and Ting (2008)], and 3D solids [Wu and Ting
(2004)]. The significance of using point value description is that both deformation
and motion of structures or solids can be treated by a unified formulation. It is
demonstrated by the numerical implementations and verifications presented in the
works by [Wu and Ting (2004); Wu, Lee and Ting (2008)].

In this work, vector mechanics is used to analyze the multi-nonlinear problems
of axisymmetric solid, in which the theory of vector form analysis is introduced.
Under such a framework, a triangular solid unit for axisymmetric solid analysis is
proposed. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the concept and theory of vector form analysis. Section 3 introduces VFIFE and
the related solution procedures via a triangular solid unit. Section 4 briefly intro-
duces the plasticity model used in this paper. In Section 5, numerical examples are
illustrated to demonstrate the performance of vector form analysis on axisymmetric
solid problems with multi-nonlinearity. Finally, in Section 6, conclusions are made.

2 Vector form analysis

The objective of vector form analysis is to build a framework of mechanics suit-
able for simulating structures with complex behaviors, such as large deformation,
large overall motion, fragmentation, and so forth. Synthetically, it contents three
fundamental concepts:

(1) Point values of a set of spatial point are employed to describe the parameters
for continua. The values of parameters between one particle and another are
calculated by a set of canonical interpolation functions.

(2) A set of point values of temporal points is used to describe the motion of spatial
points. The process between any two temporal instants is calculated using a set
of governing equations.
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(3) The motion of structures is described by a set of equation of motion, which
requires computing the interaction forces (or internal forces) between spatial
mass points. The internal forces only depend on pure deformations. In vector
form analysis, a procedure of reverse motion is proposed to handle the cal-
culation of pure deformations. More details are further introduced in Section
3.

2.1 Point value description

One basic assumption in classical mechanics is that a body is composed of infinite
particles. Particle position is described by a set of differentiable continuous func-
tions. Namely, there are infinite numbers of independent position variables in the
body. In vector form analysis, a body can also consist of infinite numbers of points;
however, only finite numbers of points are selected as independent variables. The
positions among different points are computed by a set of canonical interpolation
functions. These functions must satisfy the continuity condition in a physical sense.

In the physical point of view, the point value description can be regarded as a body
that is composed of spatial points linked by a set of canonical units (or elements).
The motion and configuration of a body are determined by the positions of the
spatial points. The units are deformed following the moving points, thus where
internal forces arise from, to make the body remain a body. The body configuration
depends on the choice of interpolation functions. Therefore, the point value is an
approximation of a real structure.

Figure 1 illustrates the difference between function description and point value de-
scription. Figure 1 (a) shows the configurations of the solid a− b− c− d before
and after deformation, both of which are defined by a continuous vector function
U(x, y, t) with space and time independent variables. If the function description
is adopted in formulation, other parameters, such as external forces, must also be
written in terms of vector functions, F(x, y, t). The function description inevitably
leads to the governing equation of problem has the form of partial differential equa-
tion. It is well-known that the solution of partial differential equation is not an easy
task for complex problems.

In vector form analysis, a set of points are selected to describe the shape of body.
Figure (b) shows the solid a−b− c−ddescribed by 16 points with position vari-
ables (xα(t),yα(t)) and external force vectors, Fα(t), α = 1, ...,12.

The advantage of using a finite number of points for description is that the point mo-
tion can be directly calculated in Newton’s law. The conditions of loading, external
forces and restraints can be described by point displacements and point forces. In
short, Newtonian mechanics or vector mechanics can be directly employed and the
barriers in analytical mechanics can be avoided. The equation of motion for a par-
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ticle in Newtonian mechanics is ordinary differential equation with respect to time,
but the equation of motion for a differential element in Euler-Cauchy continuum
is partial differential equation with respect to space and time [Ting, Duan, and Wu
(2011)].

2.2 Path element and governing equation

Another characteristic of vector form analysis is the employment of path element.
In Figure 2 (a), the motion trajectory of a particle j in a solid is illustrated. The
trajectory consists of a set of segments identified by a series of time instants tk, k
= 0, 1, 2,. . . , a, b,. . . , m. The trajectory segment of ta ≤ t ≤ tb is referred to as a
path element of particle j when it lies between x ja and x jb, as shown in Figure 2
(b). The behavior of particles in the path element ta ≤ t ≤ tb is determined by the
equations governed by Newton’s 2nd law of motion, if particle j is in free motion:

m jẍ j = F j + f j ta ≤ t ≤ tb (1)

m j, ẍ j, and F j respectively denotes the mass, acceleration vector, and external force
vector. In addition, f j represents the interaction forces with its neighboring parti-
cles. In vector form analysis, the interaction forces in deformable structures or
solids are mainly supplemented by a series of VFIFE elements. For any solid, a
patch consisting of several solid units is used to evaluate the interaction forces act-
ing at a particle, as illustrated in Figure 3. The evaluation of interaction forces in
axisymmetric solid using a triangular unit is demonstrated in Section 3.

The definition of path element facilitates the method developed under the frame-
work of vector form analysis to treat fragmentation encountered in continua. Within
a path element, both particle mass and interactions with neighboring particles are
kept in constant. Fragmentations of solid or merging of particle are allowable only
at the beginning or ending of each path element (ta or tb).

3 Particle interaction forces in axisymmetric solid

In vector form analysis, particle interaction forces in deformable solid are evaluated
purely with physical modeling, rather than the result of variational principles. The
basic idea is to treat a solid unit analog to a particle with finite size in continuum
mechanics. Thus a body is a physical collection of all solid units. In this section, a
triangular unit for axisymmetric solid is performed.

Figure 4 illustrates a solid shaped by a 2D area revolving about z-axis. The cylin-
drical global coordinate system (r,z,θ) is employed for convenience. If the applied
forces and restraint conditions of the solid are also axisymmetric, the behavior of
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 Figure 1: Descriptions for continuum: (a) Function description for solid (b) Point
value description for solid.
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Figure 2: (a) Motion of particle j in a solid described by points. (b) Path element,
ta ≤ t ≤ tb.

whole structure can be modeled by a finite number of particles moving on an arbi-
trary r− z plane, as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. The interaction forces of particle
j with its neighbors are evaluated by the patch connecting it, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 6: Motion states of a triangular solid unit.
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3.1 Nodal deformation displacement

Figure 6 shows a triangular solid unit connecting 3 particles with nodal numbers
(1, 2, 3) moving on the rz-plane. The configuration, nodal positions, stress, strain,
and related material properties of the solid unit are given at time ta. In addition,
along the path element, ta ≤ t ≤ tb, material properties are kept in constant and
configuration change can be neglected. At time ta, the position and displacement
vectors of node I is xIa and uIa, and at time t, xIt and uIt . Thus the displacement
vector of node I form tato t is

∆uIt = xIt −xIa, I = 1,2,3 (2)

The displacement increments in Eq. (2) contain rigid body motion and pure de-
formation. The rigid body motion does not induce any interaction forces, and thus
it has to be eliminated. To do this, the solid unit is treated as a continuum parti-
cle with finite size. A fictitious reversed rigid body rotation is evaluated and then
imposed on the solid unit to obtain nodal deformation vectors. The angle of rigid
body rotation ∆θ is calculated as follows,

∆θ =
1
3

3

∑
I=1

∆φI (3)

In which, ∆φ I denotes the rotation angle due to orientation change of node I to
centroid C from ta to t, as shown in Figure 7. It can be calculated by

∆φ I = cos−1(eIa · eIt), I = 1,2,3 (4)

eIt =
xIt −xct

‖xIt −xct‖
, eIa =

xIa−xca

‖xIa−xca‖
, I = 1,2,3 (5)

where xca and xct are the position vectors of centroid at time ta and t.

It should be noted that the above calculation for the angle of rigid body rotation is
merely a numerical measurement. It is to reduce the order of relative displacements
contributed form rigid body rotation and then improve the accuracy of strain evalu-
ation. With the rotation angle, the nodal displacement from rigid body rotation can
be evaluated.

∆ηηη
r
I = (R(−∆θ)− I)∆xIt , I = 1,2,3 (6)

where R denotes the rotation matrix,

R(∆θ) =
[

cos(∆θ) −sin(∆θ)
sin(∆θ) cos(∆θ)

]
(7)
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and I is a 2×2 unity matrix. Therefore, the vector of nodal deformation displace-
ment ∆ηd

I is obtained.

∆ηηη
d
I = (∆uIt −∆u1t)+∆ηηη

r
I , I = 1,2,3 (8)

The other significance of reverse rigid body motion is to make the calculations of
stress and strain consistent along the path element. In other words, the configuration
at time tk is the referenced state of the solid unit.
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Figure 7: Rigid body rotation measured by rotation of orientations from node to
centroid.

3.2 Deformation coordinate

Only three of the six deformation components in Eq. (11) are independent; there-
fore, three redundant DOFs’ corresponding to rigid body modes must be elimi-
nated. The elimination approach is by defining a set of coordinate system x̂ = (r̂, ẑ),
referred to as deformation coordinate, which can be determined by satisfying the
following two conditions:

• The origin of the coordinate is located at node 1.

• In this coordinate system, the solid unit cannot contain rigid body rotation.
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To satisfy condition 2, the r̂-axis should parallel to the deformation vector of node
2, ∆ηηηd

2 and the orientation vector of the r̂-axis, ê1, turns out to be

ê1 =
{

l1
m1

}
=

1
|∆ηηηd

2 |

{
∆ηd

2r
∆ηd

2z

}
(9a)

The coordinate transformation matrix is

Q =
[

l1 m1
−m1 l1

]
(9b)

Thus, the relationship between deformation coordinate x̂ and global coordinate x
can be written as

x̂ = Q(x−x1) (10)

For simplicity, what follows the variable with a hat, say λ̂λλ , denotes that λλλ is ex-
pressed in a deformation coordinate system. It should be noted that the deformation
vector of node 2 may be zero during computation. Under such situation it can be re-
placed by that of node 3 and, of course, some of algorithms discussed subsequently
must be slightly modified.

3.3 Internal nodal forces

For convenience, the deformation components ∆ηηηd
I are assembled in the vector

form,

uT
d =

{
∆ηd

1 ∆ηd
2 ∆ηd

3

}
=
{

u1 v1 u2 v2 u3 v3
}

(11)

Let Eq. (14) be expressed in the deformation coordinate system,

ûT
d =

{
û1 v̂1 û2 v̂2 û3 v̂3

}
≡
{

0 0 û2 0 û3 v̂3
}

(12)

where the three components, û1, v̂1 and v̂2 are zero. It implies that three DOFs’ are
eliminated and the displacement vector ûd now can be cast in a condensed form,

(û∗d)
T =

{
û2 û3 v̂3

}
(13)

Thus the definition of internal nodal forces can be written as,

δU = (δu∗d)
T f̂ ∗ (14a)
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or expressed explicitly as

δU =
{

δ û2 δ û3 δ v̂3
}

f̂2r

f̂3r

f̂3z

 (14b)

In the deformation coordinate, both internal nodal forces and nodal deformations
are independent. For a constant strain triangular unit, the displacement increment
at an arbitrary point (r̂, ẑ) on the element form time ta to t is denoted as û = {û, v̂}T ,
which can be described by a set of shape functions, that is the same as that in the
traditional finite element,

û = N̂2û2 + N̂3û3

v̂ = N̂3v̂3
(15)

where N̂I, I = 2,3 denotes the nodal shape functions in the deformation coordinate
system. With the deformation shape functions, one can formulate the distribu-
tions of stress and strain within the element. If element deformations within time
segment t − ta are infinitesimal, the relationship of the strain increment and the
deformation displacements is

∆ε̂
∗ = B̂û∗d (16)

where

∆ε̂εε
∗ = {∆ε̂r ∆ε̂z 2∆ε̂rz}T (17)

∆ε̂r =
∂ û
∂ r̂

, ∆ε̂z =
∂ v̂
∂ ẑ

, ∆ε̂rz =
1
2

(
∂ û
∂ ẑ

+
∂ v̂
∂ r̂

)
(18)

In addition, circumferential strain is calculated by

∆ε̂θ =
∆ū
r̄

(19)

where r̄ = (r1t + r2t + r3t)/3 and ∆ū = (∆u1t +∆u2t +∆u3t)/3. Thus,

∆ε̂εε = {∆ε̂
∗

∆ε̂θ} (20)

The stress increment ∆σ̂ can be obtained by the constitutive relationship of materi-
als,

∆σ̂ = D∆ε̂εε (21)
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where, matrix D is the tangent modulus when the stress in solid unit is at timeta,
i.e. σa.

∆σ̂σσ =
{

∆σ̂r ∆σ̂z ∆τ̂rz ∆σ̂θ

}T =
{

∆σ̂σσ
∗

∆σ̂θ

}T (22)

The internal virtual work of the solid unit can be written as

δU =
∫

Va

(δ∆ε̂εε
∗)T

σ̂σσ
∗dV̂a = 2πγ̄

∫
Aa

(δ∆ε̂εε
∗)T (σ̂σσ∗a +∆σ̂σσ

∗)dÂa (23)

where Va, Aa, and σ̂a respectively denote the volume, area of solid unit, and stress
at time ta. Therefore, Eq. (25) can be rewritten as

δU = (δ û∗d)
T
[

2π r̄
∫

Âa

B̂T
σ̂σσ
∗
adÂa +

(
2π r̄

∫
Âa

B̂T
∆σ̂σσ
∗Âa

)
û∗d

]
(24)

Comparing Eq. (17) with Eq. (26), the work equivalent nodal forces can be ob-
tained,

f∗ = f∗a +∆f∗ (25a)

f∗a = 2π r̄
∫

Âa

B̂T
σ̂σσ
∗
adÂa (25b)

∆f∗ =
[

2π r̄
∫

Âa

B̂T
∆σ̂σσ
∗dÂa

]
û∗d (25c)

In Eq. (27), only three forces components, { f̂2r, f̂3r, f̂3z} are available. The remain-
der three can be obtained by three static equilibrium conditions on (r̂, ẑ) plane, i.e.

∑M̂θ = 0, f̂2z = (− f̂2r ẑ2 + f̂3r ẑ3− f̂3zẑ3)/r̂2 (26a)

∑ F̂r = 0, f̂1r =−( f̂2r + f̂3r) (26b)

∑ F̂z = 0, f̂1z =−( f̂2z + f̂3z) (26c)

The orientations of the six components of nodal forces are expressed in the defor-
mation coordinate system. They must be transformed into the global coordinate
system. In addition, a forward rigid body rotation also must be imposed to the solid
unit in fictitious state. Therefore,{

f̃Ir

f̃Iz

}
= R(+∆θ)QT

{
f̂Ir

f̂Iz

}
, I = 1,2,3 (27)
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Now the solid unit is back to t state. Finally, the contribution of circumferential
stressσθ is considered. For simplicity, the distribution of σθ on the solid is assumed
to be uniform and the nodal forces in r-direction are modified as

fIr = f̃Ir + 2
3 πAtσθ , I = 1,2,3 (28)

where At denotes the area of solid unit at time t, and σθ = (σθ )a + ∆σθ is the
circumferential stress.

4 von Mises Plasticity

In Eq. (27), the stress is calculated through a stress-strain relationship. In the nu-
merical examples presented in Section 5, the material model of von Mises plasticity
is used and briefly summarized here.

If the linear harden rule is used, then the uniaxial yielding stress can be expressed
as

σy = σ
0
y +βH ε̄p (29)

in which the symbols σ0
y , σy, H and ε̄p respectively denote initial yielding stress,

subsequent yielding stress, plastic hardening modulus and effective plastic strain.
The combination of isotropic and kinematic hardening can be achieved via intro-
ducing the parameter, β (−1 < β ≤ 1). β = 1 and β = 0 respectively stand for
isotropic and kinematic hardening rule.

In von Mises plasticity, the rate of deviatoric stress is calculated by the following
relationship

Ṡ = 2Gėe (30)

where ėe is the rate of elastic deviatoric strain, G is the elastic shear modulus, and

ėe = ė− ėp (31)

ė is the rate of deviatoric strain. ėp is the rate of plastic strain, which is normal to
the yielding surface Φ and follows the flow rule,

ėp = λn (32)

where λ is the proportionality constant, which can be determined using consistency
condition. n is the normal direction of the yielding surface.

n =
∂Φ

∂ξξξ
/

∣∣∣∣∂Φ

∂ξξξ

∣∣∣∣ (33)
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Φ =
√

3
2ξξξ : ξξξ −σy = 0 (34)

ξξξ is the effective stress defined by

ξξξ = S−ααα (35)

ααα is the back stress or the center of the yielding surface. In von Mises plasticity, it
evolutes using the rate form of

α̇αα =
√

2
3(1−β )H ˙̄epn (36)

Eqs. (30-36) completely define the stress-strain relationship of the material which
deforms plastically. In this paper, the algorithm of radial return mapping [Krieg
and Key (1976)] is used in the computer code to integrate the rate equations.

5 Numerical examples

In this section, four numerical examples are performed to demonstrate the accuracy
and reliability of the approach proposed. A Fortran code VFIFE2D is used in these
analyses.
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Figure 8: Cylindrical billet subjected to compression.

5.1 Example 1: Upsetting of a cylindrical billet

Figure 8 illustrates a cylindrical billet squeezed by two rigid plates for upsetting
pre-form. The geometrical and material properties are specified in Figure 8. Only
a quarter of model is analyzed for the double symmetric conditions. This example
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Figure 9: The curves of compressive load vs. displacement.
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Figure 10: Geometrical profiles of the cross section of the billet under deformed
stages 28% and 57% (∆H: height change).
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 Figure 11: Contour plots of effective plastic strain as ∆H/H = 28% (a) 221 parti-
cles (b) 545 particles.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 Figure 12: Contour plots of effective plastic strain as ∆H/H = 57% (a) 221 parti-
cles (b) 545 particles.
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had been investigated by Xiong, Liu, Cao, Li, Rodrigues and Martines (2005) us-
ing experimental and numerical approaches. In this paper, two numerical models
respectively with 221 and 545 particles are tested. The curves of compressive load
versus displacement of the two models are plotted in Figure 9, and compared with
the experimental result presented by Xiong, Liu, Cao, Li, Rodrigues and Martines
(2005). It is obvious that both models show very good agreements with the experi-
mental results. Figure 10 plots the profiles of the deformed billet respectively when
the ratio of height changes (∆H/H) of the billet is 27 % and 58 %. It reveals that
the analysis results are comparable with those reported form experiment. Figure
11 and Figure 12 are the contour plots of effective plastic strain when the ratios of
height change are 27 % and 58 %.

5.2 Example 2: Taylor bar impact analysis

This example considers the famous benchmark of the Taylor bar impact, as illus-
trated in Figure 13. The Taylor bar impact is frequently adopted in finite element
community to test element performance on analyzing the metals undergoes large
strain and plastic flow. The geometrical and material properties of the bar speci-
men are specified in Figure 13. In this example, three models respectively with
205, 427, and 729 particles are analyzed to investigate the deformed shapes of the
bar at 0.08 ms.

Figure 14 shows the final shapes and the effective plastic strain distributions in the
three models. The values of final length and mushroom sizes are listed in Table
1 and compared with the results reported by Tran and Udaykumar (2004), and an
analysis using commercial finite element code ABAQUS®/Explicit (2008). It can
be found all the results of the three models show good agreements with those of
ABAQUS® (2008) and Tran and Udaykumar (2004). None of so-called volumetric
locking result [Zienkiewicz, Rojek, Taylor and Pastor (1998)] encountered in the
analyses.

Table 1: The final length and mushroom radius.

Final length (mm) Final mushroom radius (mm)
VFIFE, 5x41 particles 21.55 7.077
VFIFE, 7x61 particles 21.54 7.084
VFIFE, 9x81 particles 21.49 7.133

Tran & Udaykumar (2003) 21.15 7.150
ABAQUS® CAX6M∗ 21.44 7.087

*1296 6-node triangular elements were used.
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Figure 13: The Taylor bar impact test benchmark.

 
(a)                                           (b)                                         (c) 

 
Figure 14: The final shape and effective plastic strain distributions of the models
respectively with (a) 205 particles, (b) 427 particles and (c) 729 particles.
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Figure 15: A single walled tube installed for external inversion.
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Figure 16: The force vs. displacement curves of punch.
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(a)                                                                  (b) 

 
(c)                                                              (d) 

 
(e)                                                                (f) 

 
Figure 17: The configuration evolution of the inverted tube as punch displacements
are(a) 0 mm (b) 8 mm (c) 16 mm, (d) 24 mm, (e) 32mm and (f) 40 mm.
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5.3 Example 3: External inversion of a thin-walled tube using a die

This example considers a single walled tube installed on a die, and then subjected
a punch force applied at its top surface to form a double walled tube, as illustrated
in Figure 15. This example was originally conducted by Rosa, Baptista, Rodrigues
and Martins (2004) using experiments. Castelló and Flores (2008) took it to verify
the accuracy of their work on axisymmetric solid element.

The geometric and material properties of the tube and die are specified in Figure
15. The Coulomb friction law is applied to treat the contact friction between the
tube and die. The coefficient of friction is the same as that used by Castelló and
Flores (2008), but the maximum frictional stress is limited to σy/

√
3. Totally 635

particles are used to construct the numerical model. The curve of punch load ver-
sus displacement is plotted in Figure 16 and compared with the numerical results
reported by Castelló and Flores (2008), and the experiment’s conducted by Rosa,
Baptista, Rodrigues and Martins (2004). It can be found that the result of VFIFE
has good agreement with those presented by Castelló and Flores (2008), and Rosa
et al. (2004). Figure 17 shows the configuration evolution of the inverted tube.
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Figure 18: A tube installed on conical die for axial compression.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
Figure 19: Progressive post-buckling of the tube respectively simulated by (a) 91x4
particles, (b) 106x4 particles, and (c) 121x4 particles.
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(a)                                    (b) 

 
(c) 

 Figure 20: Effective plastic strain distribution as top surface displacement is 120
mm. (a) 91x4 particles, (b) 106x4 particles, (c) 121x4 particles.
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Figure 21: Curves of vertical reaction vs. top surface displacement.

5.4 Example 4: Progressive post-buckling of a tube

This example is taken from the textbook authored by Laursen (2002). Areias, César
de Sá and Conceição António (2004) also had performed the same analysis to verify
the accuracy of their contact algorithm. As shown in Figure 18, where a tube is in-
stalled on a die with conical inner shape, and subjected to an axial compression via
slowly imposing downward velocity at its top surface. Under such condition, the
tube can exhibit inelastic post-buckling and progressively form several wrinkles.

The geometric and material properties of the tube are specified in Figure 18. In
this example, three models respectively with 91×4, 106×4, and 121×4 particles
are tested. In addition, the penalty approach is used to impose contact forces when
the contact between die and tube wall, and the self-contact of tube wall are detected.

Figure 19 shows the configurations of the tube evolving with the values of driven
displacement. It can be found the discrepancy among the three models. Figure
20 shows the buckling shapes and contour plots of effective plastic strain of each
model when the displacement of top surface is 120 mm. Figure 21 shows the
curve of punch load versus displacement of VFIFE plotted together with the re-
sult reported by Laursen (2002) for comparison. Instead of the model with 121×4
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particles, the result of the model with 106×4 particles has best agreement with that
presented by Laursen (2002). In the work of Areias, César de Sá and Conceição An-
tónio (2004), their curve is close to Laursen’s (2002) but one more wrinkle forms.
This is consistent with the result from the model analyzed uisng 121×4 particles.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, nonlinear analyses of axisymmetric solids with large deformation us-
ing vector mechanics have been presented. Instead of continuous functions, point
value description is adopted to formulate the problem of solids. Analyses of numer-
ical examples have also been conducted and performed using a code designed fol-
lowing the solution steps of vector form intrinsic finite element. They demonstrate
that theory of vector form analysis is feasible. The solution procedures following
the theory of vector form analysis are very simple. Algorithms are matrix-free and
scalable. Therefore it is suitable for analyzing problems with complex properties
and behaviors, such as fragmentation of reinforced concrete structures, which will
be performed in subsequently published papers.
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